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Abstract
Knowledge graphs (KG) and ontologies can be leveraged to efficiently convey information and provide a
great aid in explaining the outcomes of neural networks in the healthcare domain. In this short research
paper, we introduce a novel approach that encodes patient information and expert knowledge of diseases
into a single temporal graph which enables seamless integration into neural networks. Furthermore,
we present a visualization tool that explains the output generated by these networks, leading to better
understanding of the provided decisions by healthcare professionals and other stakeholders.
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1. Introduction

Patient health records are multi-modal in nature, containing a combination of structured
data (e.g. performed procedures and made diagnoses), free text (e.g. doctor notes), and higher
dimensional data, such as images (e.g. X-ray and CAT scans) or time series (e.g. heart beat
measurements). Moreover, patient information is dynamic in nature and constantly evolves over
time, e.g. changing laboratory test results over subsequent hospital visits, and/or the condition
of the patient changing over time. This makes patient information an inherently complex data
source to work with.

To enable proper analysis, e.g. with Machine Learning (ML), it is important to be able to
represent this multi-modal data in a data structure which makes the correlations between
the data explicit. Due to their expressive power, Knowledge Graphs (KGs) and ontologies
have become increasingly popular to encode such patient information [1]. Moreover, their
graph representation allows visual and easily understandable interpretation of the information.
An ontology enables us to additionally encode the established expert-knowledge about the
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healthcare domain and connect it to the data in the KG, allowing for the incorporation of
correlations between symptoms and diseases in the KG. Leveraging the incorporated prior
knowledge empowers more effective data analytics and enhances performance. On the other
hand, the utilization of timing information in KGs, typically represented using date time nodes
attached within the same graph, proves less optimal when analyzing patient information, as
the timing information represents a change in the graphs itself. In order to facilitate this
interpretation, the patient information can be represented as graphs that dynamically change
over time rather than using time nodes in the complete graph.

At the same time, there has been a surge in the popularity of machine learning (ML) methods
and graph embedding techniques that empower the execution of advanced data analytics
using these KGs. Prominent examples include Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) and
RDF2Vec [2]. In critical domain like healthcare, eXplainable AI (XAI) is gaining increasing
importance [3]. As any erroneous output can be harmful to the patient, the healthcare expert,
and potentially other non-AI experts (e.g. care provider, patient), should be able to clearly trace
the significant input features contributing to the output of the ML. Furthermore, it is essential
that this explanation aligns with, or is substantiated by, the expert knowledge of the domain,
which is captured in the ontology. While some recent graph embedding methods try to retain
the interpretable aspects of KGs, e.g. INK [4], most graph embedding methods are considered
black-box, especially the ones based on deep learning techniques, such as GCNs. The latter are
therefore often combined with post-hoc explanation methods aiming to elucidate the model’s
output for specific inputs, such as SHAP[5] and Saliency Maps[6]. To do so, these methods
offer insights into the contribution of each input feature towards generating the final output,
and thus into an importance factor of each feature. This feature contribution can also be used
in KGs to visualize the importance factor of each node in the KG using a color scale over the
post-hoc explanation of the output of the AI for any given task. Prior works on visualization and
post-hoc explanations for KGs do not take into account the dynamic temporal patient data [1].

Therefore, in this short research paper, we propose a novel methodology to encode dynamic
temporal patient information in a KG and to visualize the output of the graph embedding model
in a clear and understandable manner by visualizing the real world patient information along
the time axis as well as visualizing the importance factors for each entity in the patient graphs
for ease of comparison for a healthcare expert.

2. Related work

There are two domains coming together in this paper, namely patient information encoding in
a KG optimized for data analytics, and graph visualization optimized for exploration by domain
experts interpreting the output of these analytics. We therefore explore the state-of-the-art in
these two domains below.
Graph encoding of patients With the design of ontologies, such as SNOMED [7] and

OMOP [8], a lot of work has already been performed on representing patient information in KGs.
However, most of these representations ignore the temporal dimension of patient data and fail
to fully harness the intrinsic explainability offered by graph representations. In Choi et al. [9],
the authors recognised the EHR data as being multilevel with diagnosis being related to certain



treatments and utilise this property to improve the performance of their model. However, most
concepts are interrelated to each other and lack fixed hierarchical levels. This shortcoming is
solved by [10] with the representation of patient visits being in graph structures. In [11], the
authors combine a patient graph with ontologies to improve the quality of the embeddings of
the concepts. These papers show the potential of graph neural networks with patient data but
fail to explain their output which is critical in the healthcare domain.
Graph visualization There is no one size fits all solution for graph visualization [12].

Every use case for ontology and KG visualization utilises different tools and focuses on different
aspects of visualization. For example, VOWLExplain [13] utilised WebVOWL [14], a web based
ontology visualization tool, to visualize patient information from The Cancer Genome Atlas
and visually explain the recommendations of an AI model. Their user study showed that the
graph explanations of AI recommendations regarding the patient were equally accurate and
comprehensible compared to textual explanations. While the paper showcases the explainability
inherent to KGs, they did not explore the temporal aspect of patient information. In [15], the
Neo4j graph database is explored for a healthcare case where they showcase the patient’s
progression along the time axis. The presentation was largely exploratory and did not use the
explainability offered by graphs. So to conclude, state-of-the-art focuses on either the temporal
KGs or on explainability, where we are the first to tackle the combination of both.

3. Methodology for representing and visualizing patient
information in a KG optimized for explainable AI

In this section, we first highlight the requirements for the proposed KG representation method
to enable XAI with Graph Neural Networks (GNN), and then dive deeper into the proposed
methodology itself and the accompanying visualization.

3.1. Requirements

The requirements for the encoding of a patient graph are:

• Dynamic Temporal view: The patient graph should be separable into different time
steps since patient data is added incrementally over time, e.g. per visit to the hospital.
Real-world patient data is constantly updated according to the changing condition of
the patient and performed procedures, e.g. new laboratory results, change in medication,
and new diagnoses. The visualization should reflect this. Furthermore, this incremental
nature should result in a much less cluttered representation of the data, especially after
prolonged periods of time.

• Tree view: Ideally, the patient data is structured in a tree-based manner as this accurately
reflects the observatory nature of the data. Namely, each specific diagnosis, treatment,
observation, laboratory observation, etc. should be unique in the representation, as they
are likely to be repeated across visits, e.g. chemotherapy is a treatment that is repeated
many times over a given period where each instance of the treatment carries relevant
information. The patient itself represents the trunk of the tree. Each visit then represents
a branch in the tree, with all the data connected to that visit, e.g. observations, treatments,



(a) Triples generation

(b) Time separation

Figure 1: Toy example illustrating steps 1 and 2 of the methodology. Subfigure 1a shows a triple
generation for data fragment of one patient. Subfigure 1b shows the addition of the data to graphs at
the time step y and y+1, with graph at time step y-1 showing patient information, e.g. gender which is
not varying with time.

and diagnoses made, as subbranches within that branch resulting in a hierarchical tree
structure with variable length branches.

• Ontology: It is important to be able to link the data in the KG to the prior knowledge
encoded in the ontology, as this delivers important information to the XAI. For example,
each diagnosis and treatment in the procedure are linked to each other in the ontology.

3.2. Methodology

Our novel method to generate a patient graph containing the needed information meeting the
requirements set out in Section 3.1 consists of the following 4 steps:

1. Triple generation: As a first step, the multi-modal data has to be collected from their
original representation, e.g. a relational database or data lake, into an intermediary repre-
sentation so that one patient’s data (Conditions, Treatments, Drugs, Labs, Observations)
is encapsulated in one object along with their associated timestamp. Each concept node
has to be made unique so that the nodes do not get conflated in the graph (See Tree
requirement in Section 3.1). As ontology, the OMOP (Observational Medical Outcomes
Partnership) [16] ontology is used. Using relationships set out in this OMOP schema,
information on each object is converted into a N-Triples (NT) file that is used to generate
the patient graph. Figure 1a shows a toy example for this triple generation.

2. Time separation: Next, each timestamped concept present in the generated NT file has
to be separated along the time axis. To do so, each time step can be defined as either
the time when a discrete change in patient data occurs, or as a fixed change in time. For
this paper, we chose discrete changes as this way the changes are immediately apparent.



Discrete changes are also better when dealing with patient data that extends over years,
for example for chronic (long term) diseases, in the NT file for each patient, we then
create a new NT file for the new graph per time step. A quad file can also be created with
each time step as a disjointed graph as this would behave in a similar manner. Figure 1b
continues with the toy example showing a visualization of the graph separated on the
time dimension.

3. Adding ontology: The ontology of OMOP is contained in two tables in OMOP schema,
i.e. Concept Ancestor and Concept relationship, with both incoming and outgoing rela-
tions defined. To comply with the Tree requirement (see Section 3.1), only the outgoing
relations are taken. In this step, from each patient’s NT file, the leaf nodes are used to
look for matching subject nodes in two tables. The filtered triples are connected to each
leaf node in patient graph, duplicated across the time axis.

4. Visualization: As the visualizations have to be dynamic and compatible with the frame-
works of the neural networks, we chose Plotly [17] due to its interactive features and
ease of use to enable the time axis visualization in the fourth and final step. To do so,
each time step of the patient graph is added as a trace to the Plotly figure. Since the
patient graph is modelled as a tree, we use the Reingold-Tilford layout to spread out
the nodes and layer of the tree for better visibility. Additional information about each
node is added to a hover interaction with the node. For visualizing the explanation, the
contribution of each node to the output of the neural network can be calculated/inferred.
For example, attention blocks [18] can be used to gather this information. As such, an
importance is calculated for every node which can be assigned as a color to each node,
allowing for instant visibility of the importance of each node at each time step. One can
also highlight the time step with the most contribution by surfacing it first while viewing
the visualization. This can be interesting, for example, for healthcare professionals.

4. Use case: Lung cancer patient representation and
visualization

We applied the presented method on a synthetic lung cancer patient, designed together with
clinical experts from AZ Delta, to empirically prove applicability of our method.

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of an interactive example patient visualization developed using
the methodology presented in Section 3.2. Due to the example being synthetic patient data,
the importance factors are assigned randomly. A live example can be found at https://predict-
idlab.github.io/Tree-Visualization/. The example shows an overview of the patient information
as well as the sub-graphs for related concepts, extracted from the OMOP ontology and attached
to each instance of the concepts. The example visualizes the patient KGs with the temporal
information retained and showcases the explainability possibilities of the patient KGs. The
visualization clearly displays the most important nodes in a darker shade of red so that a
healthcare professional can, without any deep understanding of the model used, immediately
notice the most significant node to the model at that time step. The same conclusion can be
made across the time dimension as the time step that is the most significant, can be highlighted
by displaying it by default.

https://predict-idlab.github.io/Tree-Visualization/
https://predict-idlab.github.io/Tree-Visualization/


Figure 2: Screenshot of the visualization of the (synthetic) patient data. The colors indicate the
importance factor for each node for the output of the AI. The importance factor used here are assigned
randomly. The live example can be found at https://predict-idlab.github.io/Tree-Visualization/.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a novel methodology for the representation and visualization of patient
information from multi-modal patient information while also incorporating the time dimension.
Bringing this time dimension to patient representation and visualization is important to enable
us to utilise the dynamic nature of the patient data. The resulting representation can be used
in a Graph Neural Network (GNN) for various downstream tasks. Our method explains the
output of this GNN using importance factors which are incorporated in the visualization as
node coloring. This provides a visually easily interpretable explanation of the GNN output.
We showcased the correct functioning of our methodology on a lung cancer use case, using
synthetic patient data. In the near future, we hope to add interactive views of the graph with
highlighting paths for important nodes and real time visualization of graphs.
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